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Delerium has evolved and is now part of the pop electronic and trance

ambient genre of music. I had not heard much of Delerium before I

saw this video but I suppose I am a fan now. Delerium combines

sacred and world music with Electropop to give us a unique blend of

sounds. Watching them is a musical feast and seeing this concert (or

clips from concerts) makes juast listening pale in comparison. Lea

Nash and Kristy Thirsk are beautiful girls with beautiful voices and the

band is glorious.

The DVD was filmed live at concerts in Washington D.C., Atlanta, West

Palm Beach and Montreal. Listeing and wayching is an experience
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that should not be missed. The songs highlighted here are

“Angelicus”, “Love”, “After All”, “Terra Firma”. “Innocente”, “Self

Saboteur”, “The Way You Want it to Be”, “Twilight”, “Flowers Become

Screens”, “Silence”, “Incantation” and “Forgotten Worlds”. The title

of the disc is perfect as watching Delerium is an epiphany. The

ambience and the beat are mesmerizing.
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